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We derive a general technique for obtaining lower bounds on the
multiparty communication complexity of boolean functions. We extend
the two-party method based on a crossing sequence argument intro-
duced by Yao to the multiparty communication model. We use our
technique to derive optimal lower and upper bounds of some simple
boolean functions. Lower bounds for the multiparty model have been a
challenge since (D. Dolev and T. Feder, in ‘‘Proceedings, 30th IEEE
FOCS, 1989,’’ pp. 428433), where only an upper bound on the num-
ber of bits exchanged by a deterministic algorithm computing a boolean
function f(x1 , ..., xn) was derived, namely of the order (k0C0)(k1C1)
2,
up to logarithmic factors, where k1 and C1 are the number of processors
accessed and the bits exchanged in a nondeterministic algorithm for f,
and k0 and C0 are the analogous parameters for the complementary
function 1& f. We show that C0n(1+2
C1) and Dn(1+2C1),
where D is the number of bits exchanged by a deterministic algorithm
computing f. We also investigate the power of a restricted multiparty
communication model in which the coordinator is allowed to send at
most one message to each party. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the two-party communication model, each of two
processors has a part (half ) of the input, and the goal is to
compute a given boolean function on the input minimizing
the amount of communication. The multiparty model gen-
eralizes the two-party model in such a way that the input
(x1 , ..., xn) is distributed among n processors (parties),
where party i knows xi and the goal is the same: to compute
a given boolean function f (x1 , ..., xn) on the input, minimiz-
ing the total amount of communication. It is assumed that
there is a coordinator that is allowed to communicate to
each party, but the parties are not allowed to communicate
(directly) amongst themselves.
The study of two-party communication was inspired by
VLSI complexity. The relative power of determinism, non-
determinism, and randomization were the main studied
issues [1, 37]. Two-party communication with a limited
number of exchanged messages have been studied in [3, 6].
Our paper was motivated by a challenge stated in [2] to
obtain lower bounds for the multiparty model. For two-
party communication, Yao [7] has introduced a method
based on a crossing sequence argument (or on a fooling set
argument) to bound the amount of information that needs
to be exchanged. We generalize Yao’s method for multi-
party communication model as follows. A fooling set for
party i is any subset M of inputs such that for each
x=(x1 , ..., xi , ..., xn) in the subset M of inputs there exists
x$i{xi such that x$=(x1 , ..., xi&1 , x$i , xi+1 , ..., xn) belongs
to M but f (x$){ f (x). Given function f we will try to find a
(as big as possible) subset Y of inputs and a (as small as
possible) number di for each party i such that each subset
M of Y with cardinality exceeding di is a fooling set for
party i. Then, knowing the numbers di ’s and a lower bound
on the cardinality of Y, we will be able (using a counting
argument) to establish a lower bound on the total amount
of information that needs to be communicated to compute
total amount of information that needs to be communicated
to compute f. Note that our method is suitable for the deter-
ministic as well as for the nondeterministic communication
model and, also, to bound the amount of information that
needs to be exchanged between the coordinator and a par-
ticular party i.
In our paper we use the generalized proof method to
derive (roughly) optimal lower and upper bounds on the
multiparty communication complexity of some simple par-
ticular boolean functions. Dolev and Feder [2] have
derived an upper bound on the number of bits exchanged by
a deterministic algorithm computing a boolean function
f (x1 , ..., xn) of the order (k0C0)(k1C1)2, up to logarithmic
factors, where k1 and C1 are the number of processors
accessed and the bits exchanged in a nondeterministic
algorithm for f, and k0 and C0 are the analogous parameters
for the complementary function 1& f. (Note that for the two-
party communication model (i.e. for n=2), the corresponding
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upper bound is at most O(C0C1); see for example [1].) In
our paper we show that C0n(1+2C1) and Dn(1+2C1),
where D is the number of bits exchanged by a deterministic
algorithm computing f. Finally, we investigate also the
power of a restricted multiparty communication model in
which the coordinator is allowed to send at most one
message to each party, and we present some other results.
We will see that all the upper and the lower bounds are
(roughly) optimal.
2. PRELIMINARIES
To state our result more precisely, we first give several
definitions. Let = be the empty string and let w=
w18w28 } } } 8wl , l1, wi # [0, 1]+ for every i. We define
h(=)== and h(w)=w1w2 } } } wl . Let r=(r1 , r2 , ..., rt), t1,
where either ri=r1i 8r
2
i 8 } } } 8r
ji
i , r
l
ji # [0, 1]
+, ji1, or ri==.
We define h(r)=h(r1) h(r2) } } } h(rt). We denote the length
of a string w (the cardinality of a set S) by |w| (by |S | ).
Suppose a coordinator wishes to evaluate a function
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn). The input vector x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) is dis-
tributed among n parties, with xi known only to party i,
where xi is chosen from [0, 1]m for every i. Suppose that
there is a nondeterministic algorithm N accepting the
language defined by f (when the value of f is 1). (In such a
case we will say that N computes f ). Generally, the com-
putation of N consists of several phases, where one phase
is as follows: The coordinator sends some messages (non-
empty binary strings) to some parties (not necessarily to all
parties) and then, each party that got a message, sends a
message back to the coordinator. The communication
behavior of N can be described by a communication vector
s=(s1 , s2 , ..., sn), where either si=s1i 8s
2
i 8 } } } 8s
ji
i , ji2,
sl # [0, 1]+, or si==; si is a communication sequence
between the coordinator and the party i (if there is no com-
munication then si==). Note that ji is an even number (each
party must respond after receiving a nonempty message),
and s2l&1i [s
2l
i ] is not necessarily the message sent
[received] by the coordinator in the phase l (since the coor-
dinator may have sent no message to the party i in some
previous phase k<l ). We will also say ‘‘communication
sequence on the link i ’’ instead of ‘‘communication sequence
between the coordinator and the party i.’’
We require that the nonempty communication sequences
on each link are self-determining, i.e. if si=s1i 8s
2
i 8 } } } 8s
ji
i
and ri=r1i 8r
2
i 8 } } } 8r
li
i are any two different nonempty com-
munication sequences on the link i under N, and if s1i =
r1i , ..., s
q
i =r
q
i for some q0, then q<min[ ji , li] and s
q+1
i is
not a proper prefix of rq+1i , or vice versa. (Note that one can
easily show that then h(si){h(ri) and h(si) is not a proper
prefix of h(ri), or vice versa.) Each possible run of N has
a corresponding communication vector s=(s1 , s2 , ..., sn).
A communication vector is a 1-certificate if the algorithm
N accepts the input when the communication with n parties
under N is given by s.
Let J=[i1 , i2 , ..., ip][1, 2, ..., n], and let R be a set of
the communication vectors under N. Let s=(s1 , s2 , ..., sn)
# R. We denote the p-tuple (si1 , si2 , ..., sip) and the sets
[sJ | s # R], [h(s) | s # R], and [h(sJ ) | s # R] by sJ, RJ,
h(R), and h(R, J ), respectively. Let S be the set of all 1-cer-
tificates under N. By C( f ) (by C( fJ )) we denote the maxi-
mum over all s # S of |h(s)| (of |h(sJ )| ) minimized over all
the nondeterministic algorithms accepting the language
defined by f. By Ck( f ) we denote an analogy of C( f ) for the
nondeterministic algorithms accepting the language defined
by f in at most k phases.
One can also define the appropriate terminology for the
deterministic algorithm D accepting the language defined
by f. Note that the set S above is in the deterministic case the
set of all communication vectors under D. An analogy of
C( f ), C( fJ ), Ck( f ) for the deterministic algorithms is
denoted by DC( f ), DC( fJ ), and DCk( f ), respectively.
Let f (x1 , ..., xn) be any boolean function with xi # [0, 1]m
for 1in. Let Y be any nonempty subset of f &1(1). We
say that j, 1 jn, is significant for f with respect to Y, if for
every y=( y1 , ..., yn) # Y there is y$j # [0, 1]m such that
f ( y1 , ..., yj&1 , y$j , yj+1 , ..., yn)=0.
Let x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) and x$=(x$1 , x$2 , ..., x$n) be any
two input vectors and let J be any nonempty subset of
[1, 2, ..., n]. By [x : x$]J we denote the vector ( y1 , y2 , ...,
yn), where yi=xi if i # J and yi=x$i if i  J.
All the logarithms are to base 2 throughout this paper.
3. THE RESULTS
Our first result (Theorem 1 below) is useful tool for deriv-
ing lower bounds for the nondeterministic (and, hence, also
on the deterministic) communication complexity of some
functions, including the lower bounds on the communication
complexity on the particular links. We will use Theorem 1
to prove several results below. For example, we will show
that nm bits are necessary to communicate (nondeter-
ministically) in order to compute the simple functions f1 , f2 ,
and f3 defined in Corollary 1 below. On the other hand, one
can easily observe that n(m+1) bits are enough to com-
municate (even deterministically and in one phase) in order
to compute any function f (x1 , ..., xn) with xi # [0, 1]m for
every i.
Theorem 1. Let f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) be a Boolean function.
Let Y be any nonempty subset of f &1(1); let J1 , J2 , ..., Jr ,
rn, be any nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets of [1, 2, ..., n];
let every j #  ri+1 Ji be the significant index for f with respect
to Y ; and let d1 , d2 , ..., dr be any integers with 1di|Y | for
every i=1, 2, ..., r. If there is no set MiY with |Mi |>di
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such that if x, x$ # Mi then f (x)= f (x$)=f ([x : x$]Ji)=
f ([x$ : x]Ji)=1, for any i, 1ir, then
C( f ) :
r
i=1
Wlog( |Y |di)X and C( fJi)Wlog( |Y |di)X
for every i=1, 2, ..., r.
Let b be a nonempty string. We denote by v(b) the integer
represented by b.
Corollary 1. Let f1(x1 , ..., xn)=1 iff x1= } } } =xn ,
f2(x1 , ..., xn)=1 iff x1 } } } xn2=xn2+1 } } } xn , and f3(x1 , ...,
xn)=1 iff v(x1 } } } xn2)v(xn2+1 } } } xn), where xi # [0, 1]m
for every i=1, 2, ..., n. Then nmC( fj) for j=1, 2, 3, and
nm&2C(1& f3).
Notice that, for example, the result for function f1 does
not follow from the known results in the two-party com-
munication model. We may be tempted to give one pro-
cessor some xi and the other the rest of the input. This pro-
cessor checks if all xj are equal, and then the problem would
be reduced to determining the equality of two m-bit strings.
But using this idea one can only show that C( f1 [i])m
for each i. However, it is not necessarily true that C( f )
ni=1 C( f [i]). One can see it better via the following
function g. Fix any p, 1<p<n and consider the function
g(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=1 iff xq=xq+1= } } } =xq+ p , where x1
encodes q ( p+qn). Note that C(g)(m+1)( p+2) but
not C(g)nm (for p<<n the results differ too much.
The real problem on the two-party communication argu-
ment resides on the following. Consider again f1 . The goal
is to prove that there is an input x=(x1 , ..., xn) with
f1(x)=1 and with an accepting communication with at least
total mn bits. One can show that for each link i=1, 2, ..., n
there is an input xi (a vector of n entries in [0, 1]m) with
f1(xi)=1 and with an accepting communication with at
least m bits on the i th link. But what is the input x with
f1(x)=1 and with an accepting communication with at least
mn bits total? Note that there is no reason to believe that
x1=x2= } } } =xn.
The next corollary establishes that given numbers
t1 , ..., tn (satisfying a simple condition) there is a function f
with communication complexity roughly i ti and with
communication complexity on the i th link roughly ti .
Corollary 2. Let t1 , t2 , ..., tn , n2, be any positive
integers such that tlm, ni=1 ti is an even number and
2tlni=1 ti for every l=1, 2, ..., n. Then there is a boolean
function f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn), where xi # [0, 1]m for every i, such
that C( f )ni=1 ti , DC( f )
n
i=1 (ti+1), C( f [i])ti ,
and DC( f [i])ti+1 for every i=1, 2, ..., n.
It is interesting to see that if a function f is product of k
nonconstant functions f1 , ..., fk with different variables then
C( f )=ni=1 C( fi) (Theorem 2 below). Unfortunately, we
were not able to prove any similar result for the deter-
ministic complexity.
Theorem 2. Let 0=n1<n2< } } } <nk+1=n, k1, be
any integers with ni+2ni+1 and let fi be an (ni+1&ni)-ary
boolean function with C( fi)>0 for i=1, 2, ..., n. Let
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= ‘
k
i=1
fi (xni+1 , xni+2 , ..., xni+1).
Then
C( f )= :
k
i=1
C( fi).
The following result relates the deterministic and the non-
deterministic communication complexity of the functions
and their complementary functions.
Theorem 3. Let f (x1 , ..., xn) be any boolean function
and let J be any nonempty subset of [1, 2, ..., n]. Then
DC( fJ )=DC((1& f )J ), DC1( fJ )|J | (1+2C( f J )) and
C( fJ )|J | (1+2C((1& f )J )).
To show that the upper bounds of Theorem 3 are not too
weak, we state the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let f (x1 , ..., xn)=1 iff x1= } } } =xn ,
where xi # [0, 1]m for every i. Then (a), (b), and (c) hold.
(a) nmC( f )n(m+1) and mC( f [i])m+1 for
i=1, 2, ..., n,
(b) wlog(m&1)xC(1& f )2 wlog mx+2 and
wlog(m&1)xC((1& f )[i])wlog mx+1 for i=1,
2, ..., n, and
(c) nmDC( f )=DC(1& f )n(m+1).
We have shown in Corollary 1 that both the functions f3
and 1& f3 have high (and roughly the same) nondeter-
ministic communication complexity. But this is not true for
the function f of Theorem 4. Moreover, C(1& f ) does not
depend on n and it is close to C((1& f )[i]). Since
DC(1& f )nm and C( f )nm, the gap between C(1& f )
and DC(1& f ), as well as between C( f ) and C(1& f ), may
be as big as we wish (choosing n large enough).
The last theorem is an analogy of the known results for
the two-party model relating 1-phase and the multiphase
protocols.
Theorem 5. C1( f )=C( f ) and DC1( f )DC( f )_
2DC( f )+1 for each boolean function f (x1 , ..., xn).
Using Theorem 2 of [3] it is easy to see that for every k
and infinitely many m with km(1000 log m) there is a
boolean function fk, m(x1 , x2) with x1 , x2 # [0, 1]m such
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that DCk+1( fk, m)(2+40k log m) and DCk&1( fk, m)
m20k. Hence, the upper bound on DC1( f ) in Theorem 5
must be exponential in DC( f ).
4. THE PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1. Let N be any nondeterministic
algorithm accepting the language defined by f. To prove
Theorem 1, we need the following claim and lemma.
Claim 1. Let J be any nonempty subset of [1, 2, ..., n]
and let s, s$ be any 1-certificates under N for the inputs x and
x$, respectively. If sJ=s$J then f ([x : x$]J )=f (x)=1=
f (x$)=f ([x$ : x]J ).
Proof. Apply a standard crossing sequence argument to
the links with indices in J. K
Lemma 1. Let p and q be any two positive integers with
q p and let b1 , b2 , ..., bp be any sequence of nonempty
binary strings such that no element of this sequence occurs in
it more than q times and no bi is a proper prefix of another bj .
Then  pi=1 |bi |p log WpqX .
Proof. For i=1, 2, ..., q, let Qi be the set containing each
element of the sequence b1 , ..., bp that occurs in this
sequence at least i times. Hence, qi=1 |Qi |= p. Let q$ be the
number of all nonempty Qi ’s. For each nonempty set Qi
there is a corresponding binary tree such that the elements
of Qi encode the paths from a root to the leaves of the tree.
Let G be the forest corresponding to the nonempty Qi ’s. Let
T (H ) denote the total sum of the depths of all the leaves of
a forest H. Clearly, T (G)=qi=1 b # Qi |b|=
p
i=1 |bi |, and
G has p leaves. Now repeat the following procedure on G as
many times as possible. If there is a vertex v with exactly one
son then delete it, and if v is not any root then add the edge
connecting the son of v with the father of v. After finishing
this process, each vertex (excluding the leaves) has exactly
two sons. Now repeat the following procedure as many
times as possible. Let v1 and v2 be any two leaves such that
there is no leaf with the depth greater than depth(v1) or
smaller than depth(v2). Suppose depth(v1)depth(v2)+2.
(If there are no such v1 and v2 we are done.) Let v[v$] be the
father (the second son) of v1 . Then delete the edges (v, v1)
and (v, v$), and add the edges (v2 , v1) and (v2 , v$). It is easily
seen that after finishing this process, the resulting forest
(denote it by G$) has p leaves, consists of q$ binary trees,
T (G$)T (G), each vertex of G$ (excluding the leaves) has
two sons, and there is a nonnegative integer t such that each
leaf of G$ has the depth either t or t+1. Thus q$2t
p<q$2t+1 and T (G$)pt. Hence  pi=1 |bi |=T (G)
T (G$)pt=p Wlog pq$Xp Wlog pqX . K
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Let z1 , z2 , ..., z |Y | be all the inputs from Y and let sz1 ,
sz2 , ..., sz |Y | be the corresponding 1-certificates under N on
these inputs. Fix any k, 1kr. Let u denote the sequence
sz1 Jk , sz2 Jk , ..., sz|Y | Jk . Since N accepts the language
defined by f, it follows from the definition of the significant
index for f with respect to Y above that there is no 1-cer-
tificate under N for any input with an empty computation
on any significant index. (Note that a 1-certificate with an
empty computation on the j th link is not able to detect any
change of the input belonging to the party j and thus there
is no y$j with the desired property; see the definition of the
significant index.) It means, together with the fact that the
computations on each link are self-delimiting, that if szi Jk
and szj Jk are different then the binary strings h(szi Jk) and
h(szj Jk) are also different. Therefore, if no element of the
sequence u occurs in it more than dk times, the same must
hold also for the sequence v=h(sz1 Jk), ..., h(sz|Y | Jk). But,
in fact, no element occurs in u more than dk times
(otherwise, the corresponding inputs should form a set Mk
with Mk>dk such that if x, x$ # Mk then f ([x : x$]Jk)=
f (x)=1=f (x$)=f ([x$ : x]Jk), by Claim 1, but it would
contradict an assumption of Theorem 1). Hence, we can
apply Lemma 1 to the sequence v and obtain
:
|Y |
i=1
|h(szi Jk)||Y | Wlog |Y |dk X .
Therefore C( fJk)Wlog |Y |dk X , since
|Y | C( f Jk) :
|Y |
i=1
|h(szi Jk)|.
Similarly,
|Y | C( f ) :
|Y |
i=1
|h(szi)|= :
r
k=1
:
|Y |
i=1
|h(szi Jk)|
 :
r
k=1
|Y | Wlog( |Y |dk)X ;
thus, C( f )rk=1 Wlog |Y |dk X . K
Proof of Corollary 1. We set r=n, Ji=[i], di=1 for
i=1, 2, ..., n, and Y=[(x1 , ..., xn) | x1= } } } =xn] for f1 .
By Theorem 1, C( f1)nm. We set r=2, J1=[1, 2, ...,
n2], J2=[n2+1, n2+2, ..., n], d1=d2=1, and Y=
[(x1 , ..., xn) | x1 } } } xn2=xn+2+1 } } } xn] for f2 and f3 ; the
values r, J1 , J2 , d1 , d2 are the same, and Y=[(x1 , ..., xn) |
v(x1 } } } xn+2)=v(xn2+1 } } } xn)+1] for 1& f3 . By Theo-
rem 1, C( f2)nm, C( f3)nm, and C(1& f3)mn&2. K
Proof of Corollary 2. Since ni=1 ti is an even number
and 2tlni=1 ti for every l, there is an index j such that
t$j+ j&1i=1 ti=t"j+
n
i= j+1 ti , where tj=t$j+t"j , t$j , t"j0. Let
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Y=[(x1 , ..., xn) | xi= yizi , yi # [0, 1]ti,
zi # [0, 1]m&ti for every i,
yj= y$j y"j , y$j , y"j # [0, 1]t$j, y"j # [0, 1]t"j , and
y } } } yj&1 y$j= y"j yj+1 } } } yn].
Let f (x1 , ..., xn)=1 iff (x1 , ..., xn) # Y. In order to apply
Theorem 1, we set r=n, Ji=[i], and di=|Y |2ti for
i=1, 2, ..., n. Now it is enough to show that each MiY,
1in, such that if x, x$ # Mi then
f (x)= f (x$)= f ([x : x$][i])= f ([x$ : x][i])=1
satisfies |Mi |di .
To do so, fix any i and choose any Mi with the property
mentioned above. For each x=( y1z1 , ..., ynzn) with
| yi |=ti and |zi |=m&ti for each i, let y(x), z(x) denote
the strings y1 } } } yn , and z1 } } } zn , respectively. Choose any
two inputs x =( y 1 z 1 , ..., y i z i , ..., y nz n) and x~ =( y~ 1z~ 1 , ...,
y~ i z~ i , ..., y~ nz~ n) from Mi . Thus f ([x : x~ ][i])=1. Hence,
[x : x~ ][i] # Y. It means that the left and the right halves of
the string y([x : x~ ][i]) must be the same (see the definition
of Y above). But this property cannot be satisfied if y~ i{ y i ,
since the left and the right halves of the string y 1 } } } y i } } } y n
are the same (recall x # MiY ), y([x : x~ ][i])=y 1 } } }
y i&1 y~ i y i+1 } } } y n , and y~ i is too short (note that | y~ i |=ti<
(np=1 tp)2+1=| y 1 } } } y~ i } } } y n |2+1; see the assumption
of Corollary 2) to overlap the l th bit of the left and also of
the right halves, of y 1 } } } y~ i } } } y n for any l. Therefore, all the
inputs in Mi must agree on the prefix yi in the entry i.
Now let us bound the cardinality of Mi . Each input
x # Mi is uniquely described by the string y(x) z(x) satisfy-
ing the following property. The left and the right halves of
y(x) must be the same (since x is also in Y ), and y(x)=uy i v
for some u, v with |u|=i&1p=1 tp (since the inputs in Mi agree
on the prefix y i in the entry i). The number of all possible
descriptions of the inputs in Mi is at most 2| y(x)|2&ti+|z(x)|,
since y i determines ti=| y i | bits of y(x), and the left and
the right halves of y(x) are the same. Hence, |Mi |{
2| y(x)|2&ti+|z(x)|. Now the desired result, |Mi ||Y |2ti=di ,
follows from the easily observable fact that |Y |=2| y(x)|2+|z(x)|.
Thus, by Theorem 1, C( f )ni=1 ti and C( f[i])ti for
i=1, 2, ..., n. On the other hand, it is easy to see that
DC( f )ni=1 (ti+1) and DC( f[i])ti+1 for i=1,
2, ..., n. K
Proof of Theorem 2. First we prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 2. Let f (x1 , ..., xp , ..., xn)= f1(x1 , ..., xp) }
f2(xp , ..., xn). If C( f1)>0 and C( f2)>0 then C( f )=
C( f1)+C( f2).
Proof. Let N be any nondeterministic algorithm accept-
ing the language defined by f with the complexity C( f ). For
every input y # f &11 (1)_f
&1
2 (1) choose any 1-certificate
under N and denote it by sy . Note that f &11 (1){< and
f &12 (1){<, since C( f1)>0 and C( f2)>0. Let f
&1
1 (1)=
[u1 , ..., ut] for some t. The inequality C( f )C( f1)+C( f2)
is obvious. To prove the symmetric inequality it is enough
to show that there is y # f &11 (1)_f
&1
2 (1) such that |sy J1 |
C( f1) and |sy J2 |C( f2), where J1=[1, ..., p] and J2=
[ p+1, ..., n]. It is easy to see that for every i=1, 2, ..., t
there is an input vi # [ui]_f &12 (1) such that |svi J2 |
C( f2), because otherwise there exists an i, 1it, such that
the set f &12 (1) would be accepted by the 1-certificates syJ2 ,
y # [ui]_ f &12 (1), which would be shorter than C( f2), a
contradiction. Therefore, there is an input vj such that
|svj J1 |C( f1), because otherwise the set f
&1
1 (1) would be
accepted by the 1-certificates svi J1 , i=1, 2, ..., t, which
would be shorter than C( f1), a contradiction. This com-
pletes the proof of Lemma 2. K
Now one can show by induction on i that C( f )=
ni=1 C( fi), establishing Theorem 2. K
Proof of Theorem 3. The equality DC( f J)=
DC((1& f )J ) is obvious.
Now let us prove that DC1( f J)|J |(1+2C( f J )). Let N
be any nondeterministic algorithm accepting the language
defined by f with the complexity C( fJ ) on the links with
indices in J. Let di , i=1, 2, ..., n, denote the number of all
different nonempty communications on the link i counted
over all the different 1-certificates under N. One can easily
observe that di2C( fJ ) for each i # J, since the nonempty
communications on each link are self-delimiting and
|h(s[i])||h(sJ )|C( f (J ) for each 1-certificate s under
N and for each i # J. Our 1-phase deterministic algorithm
simulates N as follows. Let the party i own an input xi ,
i=1, 2, ..., n. The coordinator sends one bit (say 1) to each
party i with di>0 and it sends nothing to the other parties.
Then each party i with di>0 returns a binary string of
length di of which the j th bit is 1 iff the j th nonempty com-
munication on the link i may be an accepting one from the
point of view of the party i with respect to xi . Then the coor-
dinator has enough information to decide whether to accept
the input or not.
The first two results of Theorem 3 yield that C( f J)
DC( f J ) = DC((1& f )J )  DC1((1& f )J )  |J | (1+
2C((1& f )J)). K
Proof of Theorem 4. All the upper bounds are obvious.
By Corollary 1, nmC( f ), and this, by Theorem 3,
nmC( f )DC( f )=DC(1& f ). One can easily observe
using Theorem 1 that mC( f[i]). Therefore, by Theo-
rem 3, Wlog(m&1)XC((1& f )[i]). Hence, Wlog(m&1)X
C(1& f ), too. K
Proof of Theorem 5. The inequality C( f )C1( f ) is
obvious. Let f be any boolean function and let N be any
nondeterministic algorithm accepting the language defined
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by f. We can simulate N by an 1-phase nondeterministic
algorithm as follows. The coordinator sends the same
messages that it may send in the first phase under N. Let s1i
be any such message sent to the party i. Then the party i
(owning an input xi) responds any message z of the form
s2i s
3
i } } } s
ti
i , where s
1
i 8s
2
i 8 } } } 8s
ti
i is any possible communica-
tion on the link i under N from the point of view of the
party i with respect to xi . Then the coordinator has enough
information to decide whether to accept the input or not.
(Note that the coordinator is able to restore the string
s2i 8 } } } 8s
ti
i from z, because the nonempty communications
are self-delimiting on each link.)
To prove the desired inequality for the deterministic algo-
rithms, we need the following claim.
Claim 2. Let D be any deterministic t-phase algorithm.
Let ui, j [vi, j] be the message (if there is any) sent [received]
by the coordinator at the phase i through the link j under D
on an input (x1 , ..., xn); if there is no such message then ui, j
[vi, j] is the empty string =. Let u$i, j [v$i, j] be the analogy of
ui, j [vi, j] for an input (x$1 , ..., x$n). Let y1z1 } } } yt zt=
y$1 z$1 } } } y$tz$t w for some w # [0, 1]*, where yi=ui, 1 } } } ui, n ,
zi=vi, 1 } } } vi, n , y$i=u$i, 1 } } } u$i, n , and z$i=v$i, 1 } } } v$i, n , for
i=1, 2, ..., t, j=1, 2, ..., n. Then ui, j=u$i, j and vi, j=v$i, j for
i=1, 2, ..., t and j=1, 2, ..., n.
Proof of Claim 2. Assume to the contrary that l is the
minimum index with ul, j{u$l, j or vl, j{v$l, j for some j. One
can observe (by the minimality of l ) that ul, j=u$l, j for
j=1, 2, ..., n, since all the strings ul, j [u$j, l] sent by the coor-
dinator are fully determined only by the strings ui, j and vi, j
(only by the strings u$i, j and v$i, j) for i=1, 2, ..., l&1 and
j=1, 2, ..., n. Hence, vl, j{v$l, j for some j. Let k be minimum
index such that vl, k{v$l, k . Since ul, k=u$l, k (see above), both
the strings ul, k and u$l, k are empty or both are nonempty.
Suppose ul, k=u$l, k==. In such a case, the party k cannot
respond anything in the phase l (for both the inputs
(x1 , ..., xn) and (x$1 , ..., x$n)) and, hence, vl, k=v$l, k==. But it
contradicts our assumption vl, k{v$l, k above. Therefore,
both ul, k and u$l, k must be nonempty. In such a case, the
party k must respond a nonempty string (for both the inputs
(x1 , ..., xn) and (x$1 , ..., x$n)); i.e., both vl, k and v$l, k are non-
emtpy. The equality y1z1 } } } ynzn=y$1z$1 } } } y$nz$n of Claim 2,
the minimality of k and l, and the facts that vl, k and v$l, k are
nonempty and different (see above) yield that vl, k is a
proper prefix of v$l, k or vice versa. But it contradicts the self-
delimiting property of the communications on the link k.
This completes the proof of Claim 2. K
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 5.
Let D be any deterministic algorithm computing f with the
complexity DC( f ) and let di0 be the number of all dif-
ferent nonempty communications on the link i under D. Let
D$ be a 1-phase deterministic algorithm simulating D as
follows. For every i with di>0, the coordinator sends one
bit (say 1) to the party i and then the party i (owning an
input xi) responds a binary string of the length di of which
the j th bit is 1 (for j=1, 2, ..., di) iff the j th computation on
the link i may be an accepting one from the point of view of
the party i with respect to xi . If di=0 then the coordinator
does not send any message to the party i. After obtaining the
messages, the coordinator has enough information to decide
whether to accept the input or not. By Claim 2, the number
of all different nonempty computations under D is not
greater than the number of all binary strings of the length
DC( f ), i.e., 2DC( f ). Hence, ni=1 diDC( f ) 2
DC( f ), since
any di cannot exceed the number of all bits exchanged on
the link i over all different computations under D, and the
number of all bits exchanged over all links over all different
computations under D is at most DC( f ) 2DC( f ). Therefore,
the number of all bits sent by coordinator to the parties
during each computation under D$ is at most DC( f ) 2DC( f ).
The desired result follows now from the fact that ni=1 di is
the total length of all the messages sent by the parties to the
coordinator during each computation under D$. K
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